
Everything thing that we have mentioned so far has been based on maximizing your 
fun. One thing you have to do to make sure you have a great day is to keep the 

captain happy. The captain is in charge and you don't want to mess up his/her day!

We recently added the Sideshift Pontoon Thruster to our boat and it really helps when 
docking the boat. This retractable thruster will make parking much easier! Any captain 

of a pontoon boat will appreciate this addition.

When it is windy, the current is fast, or tides are changing this pontoon thruster really 
helps out. We also like that we don't look silly when parking in the wind while people 

are watching. We look like a pro every time!

PONTOON THRUSTER

When you think of a day out on the water, you may often imagine yourself lounging 
and relaxing in the sun. You can make this a reality on your next day out with an 

inflatable dock.

Nothing beats finding the perfect spot out on the water and pausing your adventure 
to sunbathe and chill for a while.

One of our favorite things to do when boating is to "cove-out." Just drop an anchor 
and hang out on the boat and in the water near the boat. This is when we use our 
Lillipad Diving Board, Rave Pontoon Slide, Island Hopper Patio Dock, and more.

We also like to use our kayaks and SUPs, which is why we need a great Kayak/SUP Rack!

INFLATABLE DOCK

FEATURES & BENEFITS:

Great rigidity
and buoyancy

High grade
1500 Denier drop

stitch material

Durable
and non-slip

with a soft feel

15 PSI portable
auto-set electric

inflator

FEATURES & BENEFITS:

Two mounting
racks

Lasting
Protection

Heavy duty
shock cords

Secures your board 
and keeps it protected

WATER SPORTS - PADDLE SPORTS RACK

Spending time on your pontoon boat reconnects you with nature, gets you out in 
the sun, and gives you quality bonding time with your family and loved ones. It's the 

ideal day out when the weather is good.

Part of what makes your trips out on the water so great is making sure you have 
everything you will need to make it as enjoyable as possible. The right pontoon 

boat accessories can make your trip even better!

BEST PONTOON BOAT ACCESSORIES
f o r  M a x i m u m  F u n

Some pontoon boat features are already great, but there are plenty of ways to 
really enhance your fun. You can look into practical accessories, like boat seat 

covers or pontoon boat lighting... or you can look at pontoon accessories that will 
really maximize your fun! Those are the products that we are going to focus on.

Our personal top choice for best pontoon boat accessory is the Lillipad Boat Diving 
Board. If you really want to amp up the fun and excitement, this is it!

This inflatable pontoon slide is another fun-enhancing pontoon accessory for your 
next trip out on the water. It can be enjoyed by people of all ages and it is easy to 

store and set up.

BOAT DIVING BOARD FUN

FEATURES & BENEFITS:

Spring-loaded
design

Heavy-duty
design

Safety Simple to setup
and takedown

FEATURES & BENEFITS:

Heavy grade
reinforced
material

Includes a 12v
high-pressure

inflator

4 inset
molded

footsteps

2 air chambers
to center
the slider

INFLATABLE PONTOON SLIDE

BUY YOUR PONTOON BOAT
ACCESSORIES TODAY

Rave Pontoon Boat Slide

Lillipad Boat Diving Board

Island Hopper Patio Dock

SideShift Pontoon Thruster

DockEdge Kayak/SUP Rack
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